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Version 1.9.0 Description UnSafeDiscX
Crack Mac is a collection of tools to help to
remove the SafeDisc protection that is used
in 99% of the games released this days. If
you want to uninstall a program or make a
backup copy of a game before removing the
SafeDisc protection from it: 1. Right click on
the game in your library and select
Uninstall. 2. Click on the Save button at the
bottom right of your screen and browse to
where you saved the file. In order to use



UnSafeDiscX you must be at least 18 years
old, or if you are younger, please make sure
that you understand the risks of what you
are doing and that you fully understand your
rights and responsibilities as a PC owner,
including those under COPYRIGHT LAWS.
You may also want to consult your parent or
guardian. If you do not meet any of these
requirements you may not use UnSafeDiscX.
About UnSafeDiscX UnSafeDiscX is a
collection of tools to help to remove the
SafeDisc protection that is used in 99% of
the games released this days. It was created



by Branko who was trying to use the
SafeDisc tools with the help of a friend and
found that all the tools included in the
package didn't work properly, so he created
this new collection to fill this gap. Branko
also provides a short video on how to
remove the SafeDisc from a game, if you
need to know how to do it in case of a game
that you already downloaded you can watch
the video on his Youtube channel (link
below) Advantages of UnSafeDiscX The files
are kept very simple and easy to use,
meaning that the user will not need to be a



programming expert in order to remove the
SafeDisc protection. This package will
enable you to remove the SafeDisc
protection from your games with ease.
Expert users may want to look into the
instructions included in this package and/or
look into the other included tools to fully
remove the SafeDisc from your game.
UnSafeDiscX makes the process very easy.
There are no external dependencies other
than what the package provides (see below).
UnSafeDiscX Disadvantages Because it is so
simple to use, it might not be as reliable as



more complex tools. Even if you are looking
for a simpler way to remove the Safe
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* UnSafeDiscPlayer installs a small.dpl file
that contains the mod for you so no need for
a registry entry. * All functions are included
in a single small file, no external downloads
or installation required. * Gives the option
to modify registry keys,



HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsof
t\Windows\CurrentVersion\Authentication\E
ncryptingRegistrationInfo\Key\{ED1F3421-
C71F-4C1B-A6B3-ABE09F6AADE1} in order
to unprotect the disc from SafeDisc. * Once
UnSafeDiscPlayer is running it will then
have to wait for the disc to load and take
control. * Once the disc has loaded it will
also remove the file so you can see the disc
is no longer SafeDisc protected. * You will
be prompted with a decision at the end as to
whether you wish to save the changes, the
changes made will not be persisted on a



reboot. * Keyboard macro takes you straight
to the disc unloader. * Plays the entire disc
without checking disc integrity (safe), in this
mode you will be able to use this disc
however you want, it will not be checked for
no signature. UnSafeDiscMacro:
UnSafeDiscPlayer.exe thedisk (optional,
shortcut to the disk to play) Play the Disc
(optional) Save Changes You may not be
prompted to save changes if you decide not
to. How to UnProtect a Disc (safe): If you
are not using UnSafeDiscPlayer this is the
first step to making your disc ready for



playing, if you are you do not need to do this
unless you want to use this tool. Run the
UnSafeDiscPlayer.exe with the parameters:
"C:\\Src\*.*" "C:\\Obj" (optional, the full path
to your game folder if you want to check it
all). While this is running UnSafeDiscPlayer
will monitor for any keypresses and run the
Macro. Note that if you do not have another
keymapping application this will only work
with a keyboard macro and not with other
software, for example if you have a mouse
mapped to run the game, then you would
need to set a keyboard macro to run the



game using the mouse. Once the main
UnSafeDiscPlayer has started the program
will 2edc1e01e8



UnSafeDiscX

- A collection of tools taken from the net for
the removal (unwrapping) of SafeDisc
protection that is used in 99% of the games
released this days, this package was created
to provide an easy way for people to use the
tools included and remove the SafeDisc
protection easily. Indie Devs Creations
Team is proud to announce the release of
SAFEDISCD.EXE a new application that
allows you to disable the Protection
SafeDisc on any game on your Windows



computer, SAFEDISCD.EXE a new
application that allows you to disable the
Protection SafeDisc on any game on your
Windows computer. Gamin - a library that
simplifies the management of file systems.
The program can be run as a server,
providing access to file system resources to
multiple applications. It also supports
remote access to shared resources.
Featuring: - supporting robust file system
monitoring - on-disk files caching -
compression support - FUSE file systems
support - the ability to pass-through



connections to an existing server - access to
Unix-style systems through a simple API
FTP Remote Administration and Monitoring
Tool Server supports file transfers to and
from FTP servers, allows you to monitor and
administer your FTP servers remotely.
Provides such features as - password
recovery - file creation - file listing and
searching - file directory management - file
management - including file renaming,
copying and moving - remote control of FTP
- file locking - file de-protection - file unde-
protection - file unde-protection - file de-



protection - file de-protection FTP Remote
Administration and Monitoring Tool Server
supports file transfers to and from FTP
servers, allows you to monitor and
administer your FTP servers remotely.
Provides such features as - password
recovery - file creation - file listing and
searching - file directory management - file
management - including file renaming,
copying and moving - remote control of FTP
- file locking - file de-protection - file unde-
protection - file unde-protection - file de-
protection - file de-protection Mikogo is an



easy to use game programming toolkit with
an integrated compiler and editor. It
provides a way to write your own games in a
C-like language and add them to your
Windows desktop. Mikogo IDE is a
streamlined version of the C/C++ IDE in
Mikogo.
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What's New in the UnSafeDiscX?

------------------------ The UnSafeDisc package
contains: 1 - UnSafeDisc - Allows the user to
remove the protection of the SafeDisc using
the built in program UnSafeDisc. 2 -
UnSafeDisc.ini - This is the ini file for
UnSafeDisc so you can customize your
protection removal with your own ini. 3 -
UnSafeDiscDecryptor - This is a tool that
decrypts the game once it is ready for
removal. 4 - UnSafeDiscUtil - This is a tool
that will remove the game from your system



and create the desired folder structure used
by UnSafeDisc. 5 - UnSafeDiscUnwrapped -
This is a tool that will extract the game from
it's wrappings before running the
UnSafeDisc program. Important: -------------
You have to uninstall any Antivirus program
before using this tool. In order to get the
maximum performance from this tool the
game has to be placed in the directory that
the UnSafeDisc program will be extracted
to. (1) - UnSafeDisc -------------------- (2) -
UnSafeDisc.ini ---------------------- (3) -
UnSafeDiscDecryptor ---------------------- (4) -



UnSafeDiscUtil --------------------- (5) -
UnSafeDiscUnwrapped ------------------------- 1 -
UnSafeDisc -------------------- 1.1 - Description --
------------------ UnSafeDisc is a tool to remove
the SafeDisc protection of the game
automatically using the UnSafeDisc
program (provided in the UnSafeDisc.exe
package). The UnSafeDisc tool will extract
the game from the game's ini file
automatically, then it will use UnSafeDisc to
remove the SafeDisc protection from the
game. 1.2 - Installation -------------------- 1.2.1 -
Download -------------------- You can download



the UnSafeDisc package from this link: 1.2.2
- Install ---------------- UnsafeDisc has been
install to the following directory:
C:\UnsafeDisc In order to extract
UnSafeDisc from the UnSafeDisc.exe
package you will need to double-click on the
UnSafeDisc.exe file and follow the steps on
the installation. 1.3 - Usage ---------------- 1.3.1
- Install UnSafeDisc ---------------------- The
easiest way to install UnSafeDisc is to
download the package form the link above
and extract the UnSafeDisc.exe package.
1.3.2 - UnSafeDisc - Run



System Requirements For UnSafeDiscX:

* Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1 or Windows 10 (64bit OS
Required) * 2GB RAM (4GB for best
experience) * 300 MB HDD space * 1GHz or
faster CPU * Adobe Flash Player 10.0 or
higher Supported Devices: * HTC One M8 *
HTC One M8 Evo * HTC One M8 Evo LTE *
HTC One M9 * HTC One M9 Evo * HTC One
M9 Ev
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